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SUMMARY

The symmetric Lanczos method is commonly applied to reduce large-scale symmetric linear discrete
ill-posed problems to small ones with a symmetric tridiagonal matrix. We investigate how quickly the non-
negative subdiagonal entries of this matrix decay to zero. Their fast decay to zero suggests that there is little
benefit in expressing the solution of the discrete ill-posed problems in terms of the eigenvectors of the matrix
compared with using a basis of Lanczos vectors, which are cheaper to compute. Similarly, we show that the
solution subspace determined by the LSQR method when applied to the solution of linear discrete ill-posed
problems with a nonsymmetric matrix often can be used instead of the solution subspace determined by the
singular value decomposition without significant, if any, reduction of the quality of the computed solution.
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1. INTRODUCTION

We are concerned with the solution of linear systems of equations

Ax D b (1.1)

with a large symmetric matrix A 2 Rn�n whose eigenvalues in magnitude gradually approach zero
without a significant gap. Thus, A is very ill conditioned and may be singular. Linear systems of
equations with a matrix of this kind are commonly referred to as linear discrete ill-posed prob-
lems. They originate, for instance, from the discretization of symmetric ill-posed problems, such as
Fredholm integral equations of the first kind with a symmetric kernel. Inconsistent systems (1.1) are
treated as least squares problems. Throughout this paper, k � k stands for the Euclidean vector norm
or the spectral matrix norm. The range of a matrix M is denoted by R.M/.

The right-hand side b 2 Rn in linear discrete ill-posed problems that arise in science and
engineering generally represents measured data that are contaminated by an error � 2 Rn. Thus,

b D btrue C �; (1.2)

where btrue 2 Rn represents the unavailable error-free vector associated with b.
Let A� denote the Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse of A. We would like to determine an approx-

imation of xtrue WD A�btrue. Note that the solution of (1.1), given by x WD A�b D xtrue C A
��,
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typically is not a useful approximation of xtrue because, generally, kA��k � kxtruek. This difficulty
is commonly remedied by replacing the linear system (1.1) by a nearby problem, whose solution
is less sensitive to the error � in b. The replacement is known as regularization. Among the most
popular regularization methods are Tikhonov regularization, partial spectral decomposition, and
truncated iteration.

Many solution methods for large-scale problems (1.1) first reduce the system of equations to a
problem of small size. The symmetric Lanczos method is a popular reduction method. Application
of m steps of this method to A with initial vector b yields a decomposition of the form

AVm D VmC1TmC1;m; (1.3)

where VmC1 D Œv1; v2; : : : ; vmC1� 2 Rn�.mC1/ has orthonormal columns with v1 D b=kbk,
Vm D Œv1; v2; : : : ; vm� 2 Rn�m, and the matrix

TmC1;m D

2
6666666664

˛1 ˇ2
ˇ2 ˛2 ˇ3

ˇ3 ˛3
: : :

: : :
: : : ˇm�1
ˇm�1 ˛m�1 ˇm

ˇm ˛m
ˇmC1

3
7777777775
2 R.mC1/�m (1.4)

is tridiagonal with a leading symmetric m � m submatrix, which we denote by Tm. It follows from
the recursions of the Lanczos method that the columns vj of VmC1 can be expressed as

vj D qj�1.A/b; j D 1; 2; : : : ; mC 1;

where qj�1 is a polynomial of exact degree j � 1. Consequently, ¹vj ºmjD1 is an orthonormal basis
for the Krylov subspace

Km.A; b/ D span¹b;Ab; : : : ; Am�1bº: (1.5)

The Lanczos method determines the diagonal and subdiagonal elements

˛1; ˇ2; ˛2; ˇ3; : : : ; ˛m; ˇmC1

of TmC1;m in order. Generically, the subdiagonal entries ˇj are positive, and then the decomposition
(1.3) with the stated properties exists. We say that the Lanczos method breaks down at step j 6 m
if the ˇ2; ˇ3; : : : ; ˇj are positive and ˇjC1 vanishes. Then a decomposition of the form (1.3) does
not exist. However, span¹viº

j
iD1 forms an invariant subspace of A and this, generally, is a fortuitous

event; see, for example, Saad [1, 2] for discussions on the Lanczos method.
The solution of (1.1) by truncated iteration proceeds by solving

min
x2Km.A;b/

kAx � bk D min
y2Rm

kTmC1;my � e1kbkk; (1.6)

where the right-hand side is obtained by substituting the decomposition (1.3) into the left-hand side
and by exploiting the properties of the matrices involved. Here and in the following, ej denotes the
j th axis vector. Let ym be a solution of the least squares problem on the right-hand side of (1.6).
Then xm WD Vmym is a solution of the constrained least squares problem on the left-hand side of
(1.6), as well as an approximate solution of (1.1). By choosing m suitably small, the propagation of
the error � in b into the computed solution xm is reduced. This depends on that the condition number
of TmC1;m, given by �.TmC1;m/ WD kTmC1;mkkT

�
mC1;mk, is an increasing function of m. A large
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condition number indicates that the solution ym of the right-hand side of (1.6) is sensitive to errors
in the data and to roundoff errors introduced during the computations. We will discuss this and
other solution methods in the following. For overviews and analyses of solution methods for linear
discrete ill-posed problems, we refer to [3, 4].

It is the purpose of the present paper to investigate the structure of the matrix (1.4) obtained by
applying the Lanczos method to a symmetric matrix whose eigenvalues ‘cluster’ at the origin. We
will give upper bounds for the size of the subdiagonal entries. These bounds shed light on the solu-
tion subspaces generated by the symmetric Lanczos method. In particular, the bounds indicate that
the ranges of the matrices Vm essentially contain the span of the k D k.m/ eigenvectors of A asso-
ciated with the k eigenvalues of largest magnitude where k.m/ is an increasing function of m and,
generally, k.m/ < m. This observation suggests that it may not be necessary to compute a partial
eigendecomposition of A but that it suffices to determine a few Lanczos vectors, which is much
cheaper. We will also investigate the solution subspaces determined by application of m steps of
Golub–Kahan bidiagonalization to a nonsymmetric matrix A, whose singular values cluster at the
origin. We find the solution subspaces determined by m steps of Golub–Kahan bidiagonalization
applied to A to essentially contain the spans of the k D k.m/ right and left singular vectors of A
associated with the k largest singular values, where k D k.m/ is an increasing function of m and,
generally, k.m/ < m. This suggests that it may not be necessary to compute singular value or par-
tial singular value decompositions of A but that it suffices to carry out a few steps of Golub–Kahan
bidiagonalization, which is much cheaper. The results for the spans of the solution subspaces deter-
mined by partial Golub–Kahan bidiagonalization follow from bounds for singular values. These
bounds provide an alternative to the bounds recently shown by Gazzola et al. [5, 6]. Related bounds
also are presented by Novati and Russo [7].

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our new bounds for the entries ˇj of
TmC1;m and discusses some implications. Application to the bidiagonal matrices determined by
Golub–Kahan bidiagonalization is described in Section 3. A few computed examples are shown in
Section 4, and Section 5 contains concluding remarks.

2. THE SYMMETRIC LANCZOS METHOD

This section discusses the convergence of the subdiagonal and diagonal entries of the matrix TmC1;m
in (1.3) with increasing dimensions. The proofs use the spectral factorization

A D WƒW T ; (2.1)

where the matrix W D Œw1; w2; : : : ; wn� 2 Rn�n is orthogonal, the superscript T denotes
transposition, and

ƒ D diagŒ�1; �2; : : : ; �n� 2 Rn�n; j�1j > j�2j > � � � > j�nj > 0: (2.2)

Theorem 2.1
Let the matrix A 2 Rn�n be symmetric and positive semidefinite, and let its eigenvalues be ordered
according to (2.2). Assume that the Lanczos method applied toAwith initial vector b does not break
down, that is, that n steps of the method can be carried out. Let ˇ2; ˇ3; : : : ; ˇmC1 be the subdiagonal
entries of the matrix TmC1;m determined by m steps of the Lanczos method; compare with (1.3).
Define ˇnC1 WD 0. Then

mC1Y
jD2

ˇj 6
mY
jD1

�j ; m D 1; 2; : : : ; n: (2.3)

Proof
Introduce the monic polynomial pm.t/ D

Qm
jD1.t ��j / defined by them largest eigenvalues of A.

Using the spectral factorization (2.1), we obtain
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kpm.A/k D kpm.ƒ/k D max
mC16j6n

jpm.�j /j 6 jpm.0/j D
mY
jD1

�j ;

where the inequality follows from the fact that all �j are nonnegative. Hence,

kpm.A/bk 6 kbk
mY
jD1

�j : (2.4)

Application of n steps of the symmetric Lanczos method gives the decomposition AVn D VnTn,
where Tn 2 Rn�n is symmetric and tridiagonal, and Vn 2 Rn�n is orthogonal with Vne1 D b=kbk.
We have

pm.A/b D Vnpm.Tn/V
T
n b D Vnpm.Tn/e1kbk: (2.5)

This relation gives the equality in the following,

kpm.A/bk D kpm.Tn/e1kkbk > kbk
mC1Y
jD2

ˇj : (2.6)

The inequality in (2.6) follows by direct computation. Specifically, one can show by induction onm
that

kpm.Tn/e1k > jeTmC1pm.Tn/e1j D
mC1Y
jD2

ˇj :

For m D 1, the result is trivial. Assume that it is valid for 1 6 m < n. Then

eTmC2pmC1.Tn/e1 D e
T
mC2.Tn � �mC1I /pm.Tn/e1 D �

T
mC2pm.Tn/e1;

with

�mC2 D ˇmC2emC1 C .˛mC2 � �mC1/emC2 C ˇmC3emC3:

Because pm.Tn/ is .2mC 1/-banded, we obtain

�TmC2pm.Tn/e1 D ˇmC2e
T
mC1pm.Tn/e1 D ˇmC2

mC1Y
jD2

ˇj D

mC2Y
jD2

ˇj :

Combining (2.4) and (2.6) shows the theorem. �

In practice, the bound (2.3) is often quite sharp; we give a numerical illustration of this in
Section 4. Moreover, we can easily derive bounds of the form

ˇjC1 6 kj�j ; j D 1; : : : ; n � 1; with kj WD

Qj�1
iD1 �iQj�1
iD1 ˇiC1

> 1 : (2.7)

However, if the bound (2.3) is not sharp, then kj � 1, resulting in a meaningless estimate (2.7). A
result analogous to Theorem 2.1 for nonsymmetric matricesA, with the Lanczos method replaced by
the Arnoldi method, has been shown by Novati and Russo [7] and Gazzola et al. [5, 6]. It should be
emphasized that the bounds proved in [5–7] are similar to (2.7) but assume btrue as starting vector for
the Arnoldi algorithm, involve constants whose values are not explicitly known, and are only valid
for moderately to severely ill-posed problems; see, for example, Hansen [4] for this classification
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of ill-posed problems. The restriction to symmetric matrices allows us to give a bound that does not
explicitly depend on the starting vector of the Lanczos method.

Corollary 2.2
Let A 2 Rn�n be symmetric and positive semidefinite. Assume that the eigenvalues of A ‘cluster’ at
the origin and that the Lanczos method applied to A with initial vector b does not break down. Then
both the diagonal and subdiagonal entries ˛j and ˇj of the tridiagonal Lanczos matrix TmC1;m,
compare with (1.3), approach zero when j increases and is large enough.

Proof
We first remark that when we let the index j increase, we also may have to increase m in (1.3). The
fact that the ˇj ’s approach zero as j increases follows from (2.3) and the clustering of the eigenval-
ues at zero. We turn to the diagonal entries ˛j of the tridiagonal Lanczos matrix Tn. This matrix is
similar to A. Therefore, its eigenvalues cluster at the origin, which is the only cluster point. Appli-
cation of Gershgorin disks to the rows of Tn, using the fact that the off-diagonal entries are ‘tiny’
for large row numbers, shows that the corresponding diagonal entries are accurate approximations
of the eigenvalues of Tn. These entries therefore have to approach zero as j increases. �

We remark that the decrease of the subdiagonal entries ˇj of TmC1;m to zero with increasing j
follows from the clustering of the eigenvalues of A; it is not necessary that they cluster at the origin.
This can be seen by replacing the matrix A in Corollary 2.2 by AC cIn for some constant c 2 R.
This substitution adds c to the diagonal entries of TmC1;m in (1.3), and it is employed with a suitable
parameter c > 0 to perform Lavrentiev-type regularization (cf. [4]).

The assumption in Theorem 2.1 that n steps of the Lanczos method can be carried out simplifies
the proof but is not essential. We state the corresponding result when the Lanczos method breaks
down at step k < n.

Corollary 2.3
Let the matrix A 2 Rn�n be symmetric and positive semidefinite, and let its eigenvalues be ordered
according to (2.2). Assume that the Lanczos method applied to A with initial vector b breaks down
at step k. Then

mC1Y
jD2

ˇj 6
mY
jD1

�j ; m D 1; 2; : : : ; k;

where ˇkC1 WD 0.

Proof
Application of k steps of the Lanczos method to the matrix A with initial vector b gives the
decomposition

AVk D VkTk;

where Vk D Œv1; v2; : : : ; vk� 2 Rn�k has orthonormal columns with Vke1 D b=kbk and

Tk D

2
66666664

˛1 ˇ2
ˇ2 ˛2 ˇ3

ˇ3 ˛3
: : :

: : :
: : : ˇk�1
ˇk�1 ˛k�1 ˇk

ˇk ˛k

3
77777775
2 Rk�k

is symmetric and tridiagonal with positive subdiagonal entries. The inequality (2.4) holds for
m D 1; 2; : : : ; n; however, the relation (2.5) has to be replaced by

Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Numer. Linear Algebra Appl. 2016; 23:187–204
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pm.A/b D Vkpm.Tk/e1kbk; 1 6 m < k : (2.8)

This relation can be shown by induction on m. Indeed, for m D 1, one immediately has

p1.A/b D .A��1I /Vke1kbk D .AVk ��1Vk/e1kbk D Vk.Tk ��1I /e1kbk D Vkp1.Tk/e1kbk :

Assuming that (2.8) holds for m < k � 1, for mC 1, one obtains

pmC1.A/b D .A � �mC1I /pm.A/b D .A � �mC1I /Vkpm.Tk/e1kbk

D Vk.Tk � �mC1I /pm.Tk/e1kbk D VkpmC1.Tk/e1kbk:

Analogously to (2.6), we have

kpm.A/bk D kpm.Tk/e1kkbk > kbk
mC1Y
jD2

ˇj ;

and the corollary follows. �

We turn to symmetric indefinite matrices. For notational simplicity, we will assume that
the Lanczos method does not break down, but this requirement can be relaxed similarly as in
Corollary 2.3.

Theorem 2.4
Let the eigenvalues ¹�j ºnjD1 of the symmetric matrix A 2 Rn�n be ordered according to (2.2).
Assume that the Lanczos method applied to A with initial vector b does not break down. Then

mC1Y
jD2

ˇj 6
mY
jD1

.j�mC1j C j�j j/; m D 1; 2; : : : ; n � 1: (2.9)

Proof
Let pm.t/ be the monic polynomial of the proof of Theorem 2.1. Then just like in that proof

kpm.A/k D kpm.ƒ/k D max
mC16j6n

jpm.�j /j:

It follows from the ordering (2.2) of the eigenvalues that the interval Œ�j�mC1j; j�mC1j� contains all
the eigenvalues �mC1; �mC2; : : : ; �n. Therefore,

max
mC16j6n

jpm.�j /j 6 max
�j�mC1j6t6j�mC1j

jpm.t/j 6
mY
kD1

.j�mC1j C j�kj/:

The inequality (2.9) now follows similarly as the proof of the analogous inequality (2.3). �

Assume that the eigenvalues of A cluster at the origin. Then Theorem 2.4 shows that the factors
j�mC1j C j�kj decrease to zero as m and k, with 1 6 k 6 m, increase. Furthermore, the more
Lanczos steps are taken, the tighter is the bound for the product of the subdiagonal elements of the
matrix TmC1;m. Sharper bounds for the product of subdiagonal entries of TmC1:m can be obtained if
more information about the spectrum ofA is available. For instance, if all but a few eigenvalues ofA
are known to be nonnegative, then only the factors with the negative eigenvalues have to be modified
as in Theorem 2.4, resulting in improved bounds for products of the ˇj . Simpler, but cruder, bounds
than (2.9) also can be derived. The following is an example.

Corollary 2.5
Let the eigenvalues ¹�j ºnjD1 of the symmetric matrix A 2 Rn�n be ordered according to (2.2).
Assume that the Lanczos method applied to A with initial vector b does not break down. Then,

Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Numer. Linear Algebra Appl. 2016; 23:187–204
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mC1Y
jD2

ˇj 6
mY
kD1

.2j�kj/; m D 1; 2; : : : ; n � 1:

Proof
The result follows from the observation that j�mC1j 6 j�kj for 1 6 k 6 m. �

Introduce the set of "-pseudoeigenvectors of A 2 Rn�n:

V" WD ¹x 2 Rn unit vector W 9� 2 R such that kAx � �xk 6 "º : (2.10)

The �-values associated with "-pseudoeigenvectors are "-pseudoeigenvalues of A; see, for example,
Trefethen and Embree [8] for an insightful treatment of pseudospectra of matrices and operators.

Substituting the decomposition A D VnTnV
T
n into (2.10) and applying Theorem 2.4 show that,

for a given " > 0 and for j sufficiently large, the Lanczos vectors vj are "-pseudoeigenvectors of A
associated with eigenvalues close to zero. Indeed, by (1.3), we obtain

Avj D AVmej D VmC1TmC1;mej D ˛j vj C ˇj vj�1 C ˇjC1vjC1 :

Because as j increases ˛j and ˇj approach 0, we can conclude that the vj are "-pseudoeigenvectors
for j large. Let wj denote the j th column of the matrix W in (2.1), that is, let wj be the j th
eigenvector of A. Therefore, the space span¹wj ºkjD1 is essentially contained in span¹vj ºmjD1 for
k D k.m/ 6 m sufficiently small. The notion of ‘essentially contained’ will be made precise and
illustrated in Section 4.

The aforementioned observation about the subspaces span¹wj ºkjD1 and span¹vj ºmjD1 for k D
k.m/ has implications for computations. One of the most popular methods for solving linear discrete
ill-posed problems is the truncated singular value decomposition (TSVD); see [3, 4]. For symmetric
problems, this method simplifies to the truncated spectral decomposition. It is based on expressing
an approximate solution of (1.1) as a linear combination of the first few eigenvectors, say ¹wj ºkjD1,
of A (cf. (2.1)). The computation of these eigenvectors is more expensive than the determination of
the Lanczos vectors ¹vj ºmjD1 for a reasonable k D k.m/ 6 m, because typically several Lanczos
decompositions with different initial vectors have to be computed in order to determine the desired
eigenvectors; see, for example, Baglama et al. [9] and Saad [2] for discussions on methods for
computing a few eigenpairs of a large matrix. Because the span of the Lanczos vectors ¹vj ºmjD1
essentially contains the set of the eigenvectors ¹wj ºkjD1, there is, generally, no need to compute the
latter. This is illustrated by numerical examples in Section 4.

It is sometimes beneficial to determine an approximate solution of (1.1) in a shifted
Krylov subspace

Km.A;Ab/ D span¹Ab;A2b; : : : ; Ambº (2.11)

instead of in the standard Krylov subspace (1.5). This is discussed and illustrated in [10–12]. Let

A MVm D MVmC1 MTmC1;m; (2.12)

where MVmC1 D Œ Mv1; Mv2; : : : ; MvmC1� 2 Rn�.mC1/ has orthonormal columns with Mv1 D Ab=kAbk,
MVm D Œ Mv1; Mv2; : : : ; Mvm� 2 Rn�m, and the tridiagonal matrix MTmC1;m is of the same form as (1.4).

Then, analogously to (1.6), we formally obtain

min
x2Km.A;Ab/

kAx � bk2 D min
y2Rm

k MTmC1;my � MV
T
mC1bk

2 C k.I � MVmC1 MV
T
mC1/bk

2:

Let Mym 2 Rm denote the solution of the minimization problem on the right-hand side of the
last relation. Then Mxm WD MVm Mym solves the constrained least squares problem on the left-
hand side and is an approximate solution of (1.1). Computed examples show the vector Mxm to

Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Numer. Linear Algebra Appl. 2016; 23:187–204
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generally approximate the desired solution xtrue more accurately than the solution xm of the
minimization problem (1.6). In the computed examples of Section 4, we therefore compute the
vectors Mx1; Mx2; : : : .

We note that the analysis in this section is independent of the initial vector b in the Krylov
subspace (1.5), except for how this vector affects the occurrence of breakdown. In particular, our
analysis carries over to shifted Krylov subspaces of the form (2.11).

3. GOLUB–KAHAN BIDIAGONALIZATION

A nonsymmetric matrix A 2 Rn�` can be reduced to a small bidiagonal matrix by a few steps of
Golub–Kahan bidiagonalization; see, for example, [13]. This reduction method is the basis for the
popular LSQR algorithm [14] for the solution of least squares problems

min
x2R`

kAx � bk; (3.1)

where the vector b 2 Rn can be written as (1.2). We assume for notational simplicity that 1 6 ` 6 n.
Application of m � ` steps of Golub–Kahan bidiagonalization to A with initial vector b gives
the decompositions

AV 0m D U
0
mC1BmC1;m; ATU 0m D V

0
mB

T
m : (3.2)

Here, the matrices U 0mC1 D Œu01; u
0
2; : : : ; u

0
mC1� 2 Rn�.mC1/ and V 0m D Œv01; v

0
2; : : : ; v

0
m� 2 R`�m

have orthonormal columns, U 0m D Œu
0
1; u
0
2; : : : ; u

0
m�, and u01 WD b=kbk. The columns of V 0m span the

Krylov subspace Km.ATA;AT b/ and

BmC1;m D

2
6666664

˛1
ˇ2 ˛2

ˇ3 ˛3
: : :

: : :

ˇm ˛m
ˇmC1

3
7777775
2 R.mC1/�m (3.3)

is lower bidiagonal with leading m � m submatrix Bm. All entries ˛j and ˇj are positive. We
assume that m is chosen small enough so that the decompositions (3.2) with the stated proper-
ties exist. This is the generic situation. Throughout this section, ˛j and ˇj refer to entries of the
matrix (3.3).

The LSQR method applied to the solution of (3.1) solves in step m the minimization problem

min
x2Km.ATA;AT b/

kAx � bk D min
y2Rm

kBmC1;my � e1kbkk;

where the right-hand side is obtained by substituting (3.2) into the left-hand side. Denote the solution
of the right-hand side by y0m. Then the mth step of LSQR yields the solution x0m D V 0my

0
m of the

left-hand side, which is an approximate solution of (3.1).
Combining the decompositions (3.2) gives

ATAV 0m D V
0
mC1T

0
mC1;m; (3.4)

where T 0mC1;m D BTmC1BmC1;m is tridiagonal with a symmetric leading m � m submatrix. The
decomposition (3.4) is a Lanczos decomposition, analogous to (1.3), of the symmetric positive
semidefinite matrix ATA. This allows us to apply Theorem 2.1.

Corollary 3.1
Let A 2 Rn�` have the singular values �1 > �2 > � � � > �` > 0, and assume that the Golub–Kahan
bidiagonalization method applied to A with initial vector b does not break down. Then
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mC1Y
jD2

˛jˇj 6
mY
jD1

�2j ; m D 1; 2; : : : ; n � 1; (3.5)

where the ˛j and ˇj are entries of the bidiagonal matrix (3.3).

Proof
The subdiagonal entries of the matrix T 0mC1;m in (3.4) are ˛jˇj , and the eigenvalues of ATA are
�2j . The result therefore follows from Theorem 2.1. �

The aforementioned corollary shows that if the singular values �j cluster at zero for large j , then
so do the products ˛jˇj of the entries of the matrix (3.3). Bounds related to (3.5) have been shown
by Gazzola et al. [6].

Truncated singular value decomposition is a popular solution method for discrete ill-posed
problems (3.1) with a nonsymmetric matrix A. Let

A D Z†W T (3.6)

denote the singular value decomposition of A. Thus, Z 2 Rn�n and W 2 R`�` are orthogonal
matrices, and

† D diagŒ�1; �2; : : : ; �`� 2 Rn�`; �1 > �2 > � � � > �r > �rC1 D � � � D �` D 0;

where r is the rank of A. Substituting (3.6) into (3.1) gives the minimization problem

min
y2R`

k†y �ZT bk; y D W T x:

Let the matricesZk andWk be made up of the 1 6 k 6 r first columns ofZ andW , respectively,
and let †k denote the leading k � k principal submatrix of †. The TSVD method determines the
solution Lyk 2 Rk of

†ky D Z
T
k b

for a suitable value of k. Then Lxk WD Wk Lyk is an approximate solution of (3.1). Details and
properties of the TSVD solution method are discussed, for example, in [3, 4].

The computation of the decomposition (3.6) is feasible for problems of small to moderate size
but expensive for large-scale problems. The computational expense for large-scale problems can
be reduced somewhat by computing the matrices Zk , Wk , and †k instead of Z, W , and †; see
[15, 16], and references therein for suitable numerical methods. The computation of Zk , Wk , and
†k generally requires that several Golub–Kahan decompositions (3.2) with different initial vectors
be evaluated.

Corollary 3.1 indicates why it may not be necessary to compute the matrices Zk , Wk , and †k .
The columns of the matrix W in (3.6) are eigenvectors of ATA, and the �2j are eigenvalues. It is a
consequence of Corollary 3.1, and the fact that the singular values �j of A cluster at the origin, that
the columns v0j of the matrix V 0m in (3.2) for small j are accurate approximations of eigenvectors of
ATA. This follows from an argument analogous to the discussion in Section 2 based on Corollaries
2.2 and 2.5. Therefore, it generally is not necessary to compute the partial singular value decompo-
sition ¹Uk; Vk; †kº of A. Instead, it suffices to determine a partial Golub–Kahan bidiagonalization
(3.2), which is cheaper. This is illustrated in the following section.

4. COMPUTED EXAMPLES

To investigate the properties discussed in the previous sections, we applied the symmetric Lanczos
and Golub–Kahan bidiagonalization methods to a set of test matrices whose singular values cluster
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at the origin. The numerical experiments were carried out using MATLAB R2014a in double
precision arithmetic, that is, with about 15 significant decimal digits.

The symmetric test matrices are listed in Table I and the nonsymmetric ones in Table II. Among
the symmetric matrices, one example is negative definite (Deriv2), one is positive definite (Grav-
ity), and the other ones are indefinite. All matrices except one are from the Regularization Tools
package [17]. The Lotkin test matrix was generated by the gallery function, which is avail-
able in the standard MATLAB distribution. All test matrices are of order 200 � 200 except when
explicitly stated otherwise. Figure 1 displays, in logarithmic scale, the values taken by each side
of inequalities (2.3), (2.9), and (3.5), with the number of iterations, m, ranging from 1 to the index

Table I. Solution of symmetric linear systems: the errors ELanczos
and ETEIG are optimal for truncated Lanczos iteration and truncated
eigenvalue decomposition. The corresponding truncation parameters are
denoted by kLanczos and kTEIG. Three noise levels ı are considered; `

denotes the number of Lanczos iterations performed.

Noise Matrix ` ELanczos kLanczos ETEIG kTEIG

ı D 10�6 Deriv2 200 2.0e-02 49 2.1e-02 199
Foxgood 24 6.8e-04 6 6.3e-04 6
Gravity 46 1.2e-03 15 1.2e-03 16
Phillips 200 5.8e-04 22 5.8e-04 32
Shaw 19 1.9e-02 10 1.9e-02 10

ı D 10�4 Deriv2 200 1.2e-01 10 1.1e-01 51
Foxgood 24 1.4e-02 3 4.5e-03 4
Gravity 45 1.5e-02 7 6.3e-03 12
Phillips 200 4.8e-03 12 3.9e-03 15
Shaw 19 4.7e-02 7 3.4e-02 9

ı D 10�2 Deriv2 200 3.1e-01 3 2.3e-01 12
Foxgood 24 7.7e-02 2 2.9e-02 2
Gravity 45 8.0e-02 3 3.3e-02 7
Phillips 200 4.3e-02 6 2.2e-02 8
Shaw 19 1.2e-01 7 9.1e-02 7

Table II. Solution of nonsymmetric linear systems: the errors ELSQR
and ETSVD are optimal for LSQR and truncated singular value
decomposition (TSVD). The corresponding truncation parameters are
denoted by kLSQR and kTSVD. Three noise levels are considered; `

denotes the number of Golub–Kahan iterations performed.

Noise Matrix ` ELSQR kLSQR ETSVD kTSVD

ı D 10�6 Baart 10 5.1e-02 6 5.1e-02 6
Heat 196 5.3e-03 54 5.4e-03 74
Lotkin 18 3.1e-01 10 3.1e-01 10
Tomo 195 7.6e-03 195 7.6e-03 195
Wing 7 3.3e-01 5 3.3e-01 5

ı D 10�4 Baart 10 7.7e-02 5 7.7e-02 5
Heat 196 1.5e-02 26 1.5e-02 37
Lotkin 18 4.3e-01 7 4.3e-01 7
Tomo 195 2.1e-02 195 2.3e-02 195
Wing 7 4.5e-01 4 4.5e-01 4

ı D 10�2 Baart 10 1.5e-01 3 1.5e-01 3
Heat 196 9.4e-02 13 9.8e-02 21
Lotkin 18 4.5e-01 3 4.5e-01 3
Tomo 195 1.9e-01 48 2.0e-01 180
Wing 7 6.0e-01 2 6.0e-01 2
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Figure 1. Behavior of the bounds (2.3) (left), (2.9) (center), and (3.5) (right), with respect to the iteration
index m. The first test matrix is symmetric positive definite; the second is symmetric undefinite; the third
is unsymmetric. The left-hand side of each inequality is represented by crosses and the right-hand side

by circles.

corresponding either to a breakdown of the algorithm or to the last nonzero value of both inequality
sides. The graphs show that the bounds provided by Theorems 2.1 and 2.4, and by Corollary 3.1, are
quite sharp.

Now we illustrate that subspaces R. MVk/ generated by the Lanczos method (2.12) essentially con-
tain subspaces of eigenvectors of A associated with the eigenvalues of largest magnitude. We also
discuss the convergence of the largest eigenvalues of the matrices MTk in (2.12) to eigenvalues of
A of largest magnitude. Here, MTk 2 Rk�k is the matrix obtained by neglecting the last row of the
matrix MTkC1;k 2 R.kC1/�k defined by (2.12) with m replaced by k. The Lanczos method is applied
for n steps or until breakdown occurs, that is, a subdiagonal element of MTk is smaller than 10�12;
` denotes the number of steps performed by the method. The initial column of the matrices MVk is
Abtrue=kAbtruek.

Let ¹M�.k/i º
k
iD1 denote the eigenvalues of the matrix MTk . We compare the eigenvalues M�.k/i of

largest magnitude to the corresponding eigenvalues �i of the matrix A. All eigenvalues are ordered
according to decreasing magnitude. For each Lanczos step k, we compute the relative difference

R�;k WD max
iD1;2;:::;dk3 e

j M�
.k/
i � �i j

j�i j
: (4.1)

Thus, we evaluate the maximum relative difference over the dk
3
e eigenvalues of largest modulus;

dqe denotes the integer closest to q 2 R. The graphs for R�;k , for k D 1; 2; : : : ; `, are displayed in
the left column of Figure 2 for each of the five symmetric test matrices.

We turn to a comparison of subspaces. For each k, let MTk D MWk Mƒk MW
T
k

be the spectral
factorization of MTk , where

Mƒk D diag
h
M�
.k/
1 ; M�

.k/
2 ; : : : ; M�

.k/

k

i
; MWk D

h
Mw
.k/
1 ; Mw

.k/
2 ; : : : ; Mw

.k/

k

i
;

and introduce the matrix Vk;i D Œv
.k/
1 ; v

.k/
2 ; : : : ; v

.k/
i � consisting of the first i columns of Vk MWk .

The columns of Vk;i are the Ritz vectors of A associated with the i Ritz values of largest magni-
tude, M�.k/1 ; M�

.k/
2 ; : : : ; M�

.k/
i . Partition the matrix containing the eigenvectors of A, compare with (2.1),

according to W D ŒW
.1/
i W

.2/
n�i �, where W .1/

i 2 Rn�i contains the first i eigenvectors and
W
.2/
n�i 2 Rn�.n�i/ the remaining ones. The columns of W .1/

i and W .2/
n�i span orthogonal subspaces.

We compute, for k D 1; 2; : : : ; `, the quantities

Rw;k WD max
iD1;2;:::;dk3 e

kV Tk;iW
.2/
n�ik: (4.2)

The norm kV T
k;i
W
.2/
n�ik measures the distance between the subspaces R.Vk;i / and R.W .1/

i /;

see, for example, [13]. Thus, Rw;k is small when span¹wj º
dk3 e

jD1 is approximately contained in

span¹v.k/j º
k
jD1, that is, when the solution subspace generated by the Lanczos vectors essentially
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Figure 2. The graphs in the left column display the relative error R�;k between the eigenvalues of the
symmetric test problems and the corresponding Ritz values generated by the Lanczos process. The right

column shows the behavior of R�;k for the unsymmetric problems; see (4.1) and (4.3).

contains the space generated by the first dk
3
e eigenvectors. The graphs in the left column of Figure 3

shows Rw;k , for k D 1; 2; : : : ; `, for the symmetric test matrices. The distances between subspaces
kV T
k;i
W
.2/
n�ik are displayed in Figure 4, for k D 10 and i D 1; : : : ; k, for two symmetric test matrices.

A few comments on the left-hand side graphs of Figures 2 and 3 are in order. The left graphs
of Figure 3 show that the span of the first dk

3
e eigenvectors of A are numerically contained in the

span of the first k Lanczos vectors already for quite small values of k. We remark that this is not
true if we compare the spaces spanned by the first k eigenvectors of A and by its first k Lanczos
vectors. Graphs that compare the span of the first dk

2
e eigenvectors of A with the span of the first

k Lanczos vectors look similar to the graphs shown but display slower convergence; see graphs in
the left column of Figure 5. Thus, k has to be larger in order for the first dk

2
e eigenvectors of A
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Figure 3. Distance between the subspace spanned by the first dk=3e eigenvectors (resp. singular vectors) of
the symmetric (resp. nonsymmetric) test problems and the subspace spanned by the corresponding Lanczos

(resp. Golub–Kahan) vectors; see (4.2) and (4.4).

to be numerically in the span of the first k Lanczos vectors. Figure 2 shows excellent agreement
between the first dk

3
e Ritz values of A and the corresponding eigenvalues already for small k. The

convergence of the first dk
2
e Ritz values to the corresponding eigenvalues is somewhat slower than

the convergence displayed.
We use the Lanczos decomposition (2.12) in our illustrations because this decomposition gives

approximate solutions of (1.1) and (3.1) of higher quality than the decompositions (1.3). Analogs
of Figures 2 and 3 based on the Lanczos decomposition (1.3) look essentially the same as the
figures shown. Finally, we remark that the Lanczos decomposition (2.12) is computed with reorthog-
onalization. Without reorthogonalization, the convergence illustrated by Figures 2 and 3 does
not hold.

We turn to nonsymmetric matrices A. The Lanczos method is replaced by the Golub–Kahan
method (3.2) and the spectral factorization by the singular value decomposition (3.6). The index `
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Figure 4. Distance kV T
k;i
W
.2/

n�i
k, i D 1; 2; : : : ; k, between the subspace spanned by the first i eigenvectors

of the Foxgood (left) and Shaw (right) matrices, and the subspace spanned by the corresponding i Ritz
vectors at iteration k D 10.

Figure 5. Distance between the subspace spanned by the first dk=2e eigenvectors (resp. singular vectors)
of selected symmetric (resp. nonsymmetric) test problems and the subspace spanned by the corresponding
Lanczos (resp. Golub–Kahan) vectors. The index ` ranges from 1 to either the dimension of the matrix

(n D 200) or to the iteration where there is a breakdown in the factorization process.

denotes either the order n of the matrix or the step at which an element of the bidiagonal projected
matrix B`C1;` is less than 10�12, that is, the step at which a breakdown happens. The graphs in the
right-hand side column of Figure 2 show the relative differences

R�;k WD max
iD1;2;:::;dk3 e

j M�
.k/
i � �i j

j�i j
(4.3)

between the singular values ¹ M� .k/i º
k
iD1 of BkC1;k and those of A. The graphs are similar to those

in the left-hand side column, except for the example Tomo, which displays slow convergence; this
behavior is probably linked to the fact that the Tomo test problem is much less ill conditioned than
the other test problems.

Let Z and W be the orthogonal matrices in the singular value decomposition (3.6) of A, and
partition these matrices similarly as we did for symmetric matrices A, that is, W D ŒW

.1/
i W

.2/
n�i �

and Z D ŒZ
.1/
i Z

.2/
n�i �, where the submatrices W .1/

i ; Z
.1/
i contain the first i singular vectors and

W
.2/
n�i ; Z

.2/
n�i the remaining n � i ones. To investigate the convergence of subspaces, we substitute
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Figure 6. Distance max¹kV T
k;i
W
.2/

n�i
k; kUT

k;i
Z
.2/

n�i
kº, i D 1; 2; : : : ; k, between the subspace spanned by

the first i singular vectors of the Heat (left) and Tomo (right) matrices and the subspace spanned by the
corresponding i Golub–Kahan vectors at iteration k D 100.

the singular value decomposition BkC1;k D MZkC1 M†kC1;k MW T
k

into (3.2) and consider

R.´;w/;k WD max
iD1;2;:::;dk3 e

°
kV Tk;iW

.2/
n�ik; kU

T
k;iZ

.2/
n�ik

±
; (4.4)

where Vk;i and Uk;i are made up of the first i columns of Vk MWk and UkC1 MZkC1, respectively. Then
R.´;w/;k measures the distance between subspaces determined by the singular vectors ofA and those
defined by vectors computed with the Golub–Kahan method.

The quantities R.´;w/;k are displayed, for k D 1; 2; : : : ; `, in the right column of Figure 3.
Figure 5 depicts graphs for the quantities Rw;k and R.´;w/;k with the maximum computed
over the first dk=2e vectors for four test problems. Figure 6 shows the value taken by
max¹kV T

k;i
W
.2/
n�ik; kU

T
k;i
Z
.2/
n�ikº, i D 1; 2; : : : ; 100, which express the distance between spaces

spanned by singular vectors and vectors determined by the Golub–Kahan method.
We now compare the performances of different regularization methods. The test problems from

[17] define both a matrix A and a solution xtrue; the solution of the Lotkin example is the same as
for the Shaw example. The error-free data vector is defined by btrue WD Axtrue, and the contaminated
data vector is given by (1.2) with

� WDb� kbtruek
ı
p
n
;

where the random vectorb� 2 Rn models Gaussian noise with mean zero and variance one and ı is
a chosen noise level. In our experiments, we let ı D 10�6; 10�4; 10�2.

We measure the accuracy attainable by each regularization method by the relative error

Emethod D
kxkmethod � xtruek

kxtruek
D min
kD1;2;:::;`

kxk � xtruek

kxtruek
; (4.5)

which is obtained by choosing the value k D kmethod that minimizes the error for the method under
consideration.

Table I reports the result obtained by comparing truncated Lanczos iteration (1.6) to truncated
eigenvalue solution for symmetric test problems. The minimal errors (4.5) obtained by applying
the Lanczos method and the truncated eigenvalue decomposition method, denoted by ELanczos and
ETEIG, are reported in the fourth and sixth columns, respectively. The truncation parameters that
produce the minimal errors are listed in the fifth and seventh columns. The third column shows
how many Lanczos iterations were executed; an entry smaller than 200 indicates that breakdown
occurred. Both errors and truncation parameters values are averages over 20 realization of the
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Figure 7. The first four LSQR solutions to the Baart test problem (thin lines) are compared with the cor-
responding truncated singular value decomposition (TSVD) solutions (dashed lines) and with the exact
solution (thick line). The size of the problem is n D 200; the noise level is ı D 10�4. The thin and dashed

lines are very close.

random noise. Three noise levels ı were considered. The results in Table I suggest that, for the
test problems considered, the truncated Lanczos projection method is able to produce solutions
essentially equivalent to those obtained by truncated eigenvalue decomposition, with a cheaper
algorithm, as the number of iterations required is sometimes far less than the number of singular
values required.

Table II reports results obtained for nonsymmetric linear discrete ill-posed problems (3.1). Here,
the LSQR method is compared with TSVD. The table confirms the conclusions deduced from
Table I.

Figure 7 displays the first four regularized solutions produced by the LSQR and TSVD methods
when applied to solve the Baart test problem with a noise-contaminated vector b. The noise level
is ı D 10�4. The approximate solutions determined by the LSQR and TSVD methods can be seen
to approach each other when the number of iterations k or the truncation parameter k is increased
from one to four.

The Tomo test problems arises from the discretization of a 2D tomography problem. Its numerical
solution displays some interesting features. It is clear from Table II that, when the noise level is large,
LSQR produces an approximate solution after kLSQR steps that is of essentially the same quality
as approximate solutions determined by TSVD with a truncation parameter kTSVD that is much
larger than kLSQR. To better understand this behavior, we consider an image of size 15 � 15 pixels.
This gives rise to a minimization problem (3.1) with a matrix A 2 R225�225. Figure 8 shows the
relative errors ELSQR and ETSVD as functions of the parameter k. LSQR is seen to give much faster
convergence to xtrue. The best attainable approximate solutions by LSQR and TSVD are displayed
in Figure 9. The LSQR method yields the best approximation of xtrue at step kLSQR D 66. The
upper right plot displays this computed solution; the image xtrue is shown in the upper left plot. For
comparison, the lower left plot of Figure 9 shows the TSVD solution for k D 66. This restoration is
seen to be of poor quality. The best approximate solution determined by TSVD has truncation index
kTSVD D 216; it can be seen to be of about the same quality as the best LSQR solution. The results
for nonsymmetric problems agree with the ones presented by Hanke [18].
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Figure 8. Convergence history for the LSQR and truncated singular value decomposition (TSVD) solutions
to the Tomo example of size n D 225, with noise level ı D 10�2. The error ELSQR has a minimum at

k D 66, while ETSVD is minimal for k D 215.

solution LSQR − k=66

TSVD − k=66 TSVD − k=216

Figure 9. Solution by LSQR and truncated singular value decomposition (TSVD) to the Tomo example of
size n D 225, with noise level ı D 10�2: exact solution (top left), optimal LSQR solution (top right),
TSVD solution corresponding to the same truncation parameter (bottom left), and optimal TSVD solution

(bottom right).
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5. CONCLUSION

This paper shows that the largest eigenvalues (in magnitude) of symmetric matrices and the largest
singular values of nonsymmetric matrices that are defined by linear discrete ill-posed problems
are well approximated by the corresponding eigenvalues and singular values of projected problems
determined by a few steps of the Lanczos or Golub–Kahan bidiagonalization methods, respectively.
This is similar for the corresponding eigenvectors and singular vectors, and suggests that it often suf-
fices to use a partial Lanczos decomposition or a partial Golub–Kahan bidiagonalization, which are
cheaper to compute than partial spectral or singular value decompositions, to determine a solution.
Computed examples provide illustrations.
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